Mentalization in CALM psychotherapy sessions: Helping patients engage with alternative perspectives at the end of life.
To identify how therapists invite patients with advanced cancer to engage with alternative perspectives about their illness trajectory and their end of life. Sequences of talk in which a therapist introduced a patient to alternative perspectives, were transcribed and analysed using the method of conversation analysis. The analysis identifies one subtle way a patient is invited to consider an alternative perspective relating to their disease progression. Meaning expansion enquiries invite the patient to expand on the meaning of an utterance and in doing so, implicitly problematize the singularity of the patient's assumptions, without directly challenging them. The questions work as preliminary moves, providing the patient with the opportunity to expand on their assumptions. This enables the therapist to subsequently present an alternative perspective in a way that incorporates the patient's expanded perspective. The analysis reveals a skilful way in which therapists can cautiously and collaboratively introduce a patient to alternative perspectives concerning end-of-life, without invalidating the patient's perspective in this particularly delicate context. Whilst mentalization is considered an important therapeutic process, the present study reveals precisely how this phenomenon can be enacted in therapy and within the particularly challenging context of end-of-life.